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How to be a good human: The ethics of 
writing about design 

Jana Perković3 

Abstract 

Design is the intelligence behind how things are made. Environmental concerns, 
social justice and global politics all refract through the objects that we use and 
consume – but we do not often reflect on ethical considerations of design. In this 
article, I will share the vision behind Assemble Papers, a publication exploring 
small footprint living across art, architecture, design, urbanism, environment and 
financial affairs. The magazine was created with the agenda of building a broad 
community around the notion of living small, living urban and living ethically: 
ethical concerns permeate not only our editorial agenda, but also our code of 
internal conduct. Eight years since inception, we have articulated both our values 
and our ways of doing things, as well as ongoing processes for questioning our 
ways of doing things. From who we work with, to what products we do not 
endorse, and from matters of representation to matters of financial backing – 
here is a list of provocations for any design writer or editor, to do better, and be 
better. 
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In 2011, my friend Eugenia Lim asked me to be on the advisory board of a project she 
was starting with some friends. They were forming Assemble, a small-scale property 
development company that would build well-designed, community-oriented, small 
footprint apartment buildings in Melbourne. I had just returned from Berlin, and I 
knew the model she was talking about: all over Berlin, citizens were coming together to 
fund and build residential projects that combined good architectural design with high 
sustainability standards, creating good apartment buildings that contributed green and 
community spaces back to the neighbourhood. But, I told her, “This will never work 
here”, not in this suburban country where people saw housing as an investment, and 
often said that good fences make good neighbours. “There is no culture of sharing 
here,” I said. Undeterred, she responded, “We will create the culture.” “How?” I asked. 
“We will start a magazine,” she said. 
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I didn’t think it could work. However, in retrospect, it was a prescient move. Fast 
forward eight years, and Assemble is developing its third building, while many similar, 
small-scale community-oriented developers are at work in Melbourne and across 
Australia. Meanwhile, having returned from overseas, I found myself taking over the 
editorial role of Assemble Papers, now an established magazine, from Eugenia. 

This is the unusual origin story of Assemble Papers, a design magazine started with the 
purpose of articulating and building a community around the ethos of living 
consciously. Today, Assemble Papers is a respected online and print publication 
exploring small footprint living across art, design, architecture, urbanism, the 
environment and financial matters. The guiding vision behind our editorial policy is 
that, from culture and knowledge to what we eat and wear, how we live and what we 
consume matters. It is a thoughtful, practical, and above all optimistic magazine that 
celebrates ingenuity and inventiveness. 

At its core, Assemble Papers is a publication about living small. It is published in what 
may become Australia’s biggest city by 2050: Melbourne, a fast-growing city at a time 
of climate crisis. We accept this reality, but we believe that we need to be thinking 
about how to live a more sustainable city life. We wholeheartedly position ourselves at 
the forefront of a growing movement – in Melbourne and beyond – of everyday people 
trying to live wisely and well. Ethical concerns permeate our editorial agenda. Over the 
years, Assemble Papers has grown to include an increasingly diverse range of people, 
stories and issues, that align with our vision of a sustainable future, as we strive to be 
good global and local citizens.  

For an editor, this is a privileged position. In my days at work, I am challenged to think 
about the ethics of design in ways big and small, from the projects we cover, to the 
people we work with, from matters of representation to matters of finance.  

I have long settled for thinking of design as ‘the intelligence behind how things are 
made’, leaving aside the question of what it is that is being made. From architecture to 
textiles, print and graphics to pottery – from the spoon to the city, in the famous words 
of Ernesto Nathan Rogers (Tyrwhitt, Sert and Rogers 1952) – wherever something is 
being created, it is possible to discern the thinking behind it. And I believe that it is 
right and necessary to engage with the assumptions underpinning design objects, and 
bring to the fore the philosophy they reflect. 

I want to share some insights that have come out of this continuous work of refining 
and articulating an ethos of design that does good; some questions I have learnt to ask 
of myself and some guiding principles for our work. If our role – as design critics, 
editors and thinkers – is to nurture a conversation about the real role of design in the 
world today, then here is, I think, our to-do list. 
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Recognise humble design 

Everything that surrounds us was designed by someone, from our home to our street; 
from our breakfast cup and bowl, to the sink in which we left them, to the bus on which 
we got, in order to get to work, and even the timetable that the bus followed. The design 
media focuses all too often on covetable objects and superstar designers, which leads to 
a misunderstanding that design is something expensive, elitist and only for rare 
occasions. Strategic designer Dan Hill has said that design should be “a humble trade” 
(Perkovic 2017): at its core, design should be an invisible, un-celebrated work of 
striving to make things just a bit better – that’s when it works well.  

A note left by Naoto Fukasawa in Tokyo’s Atelier MUJI says, “Design is the integrity of 
things”. Ethics features in design first and foremost as the humble integrity of make 
and purpose. The difference between a draughty house and a well-sealed one, a 
comfortable and an uncomfortable chair, a transportation system that works seamlessly 
and one that doesn’t work at all: this is the difference that good design makes to our 
everyday life. Good design gives dignity to our days. Paradoxically, the better it works, 
the less likely we are to notice it. Dieter Rams says that good design is as little design as 
possible. The best design is invisible. Swiss trains; Australian public pools; beautiful, 
well-made public housing in Europe; the economic brilliance of informal settlements in 
India; Japanese kitchen utensils; the six-pack walk-up flats. How do we cut through the 
noise of endless bling, as editors and writers, and articulate the value, the beauty and 
the purpose of humble objects? We are not used to that – we lack the right words. Our 
jargon privileges the new, the shiny and the monumental over the common and the 
durable. What we value in design needs to shift. We could learn from Soetsu Yanagi, 
early 20th-century art critic and founder of the Japan Folk Crafts Museum. Yanagi 
relates everyday things to the Buddhist ethics of life devoted to sacrifice and service to 
others. Everyday things, he wrote, are our constant companions. As such, they should 
be made with care and built to last, aesthetically pleasing and pleasing to use (Yanagi 
2019). 

When we start to think about the quality of the things that surround us, we become 
attentive to how ordinary lives are lived, to what we really consume, to the objects we 
spend time with. And we realise that, truth be told, that $500 dress we will wear once 
contributes less to our happiness than that cleverly made vegetable peeler we use every 
day. Here is where our work as design thinkers begins: here is where our work attains a 
social purpose. 

Think carefully about what kind of society you are 
promoting 

Our prejudices and misconceptions inevitably reflect in our work. The British feminist 
collective Matrix wrote in the 1980s that our environment is designed “in accord with a 
set of ideas about how society works, who does what and who goes where”. They set out 
to draw our attention to the ways in which our built environment was sexist because it 
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was made, literally, by men; how it left women isolated in the suburbs, without cars to 
reach faraway shops, stuck in tiny kitchens. When designers make propositions about 
how we should live, what kind of society are they offering us? Is it one in which we 
share resources and pay back to society, or one which promotes mistrust and 
selfishness? Does it promote unsustainable levels of luxury, or slow and mindful 
consumption? Does it promote loneliness or community? Creativity or conformity? Is it 
socially aware or would it rather wish away inequalities? 

Did you know that school design in this country (reflecting an older British design 
standard) long mandated high window sills, above a child’s eye level, so that the 
children couldn’t look outside while they’re learning from books? In Victoria, designer 
Mary Featherston has spent more than 40 years researching and developing better, 
more child-centred spaces for learning: spaces that encourage engagement with the 
world, rather than creating docile, obedient, unimaginative workers (McGauran 2019). 

And speaking of docile, obedient and unimaginative, have you been to an Australian 
playground lately? You can tell a lot about how Australia values children by looking at 
our playgrounds, which are designed for everyone but for children. In Germany, 
however, not only is playground space mandated per head of population, but they are 
designed with the aim of “giving children the opportunity to develop psychological and 
physical capabilities, and promoting socialisation” (Kinderspielplatzgesetz 1995). 
Playgrounds are managed by parents and trained educators. Notably, their design is 
regulated not by fear of legal liability should a child get hurt, but by the rule that all 
equipment should be popular with children: infrequently used play equipment must be 
“improved or replaced” (Kinderspielplatzgesetz 1995). No wonder, then, that 
playgrounds in Germany are creative wonderlands that encourage exploration, 
adventure and self-reliance. Parents – mothers – are expected to keep their adult selves 
separate from their children’s play; in some playgrounds, they’re not even allowed to 
enter. Playgrounds often come with fully equipped cafes for parents to rest and 
socialise. As urbanist Mitra Anderson-Oliver wrote recently, this makes parents feel 
valued and included in society (Anderson-Oliver 2019).  

Look for the long-term legacy 

Whatever values are built into our environment are then also perpetuated. As Kazuyo 
Sejima says, “Architecture is how people meet in space” (Roux 2010). Because design 
results in objects, which often become standardised, we feel its effects long into the 
future. There is an agency to things: if we design differently, we will live differently. If 
you have ever used a kitchen, you have benefitted from the work of Margarete Schütte-
Lihotzky, who in 1926 designed the first ergonomic, modern kitchen. The so-called 
‘Frankfurt Kitchen’ was thought out expressly to simplify the housewife’s daily work. 
Schütte-Lihotzky believed that housework was work, that a housewife was a profession; 
and that, as such, a kitchen was a workplace that needed to be studied and optimised 
and rationalised for efficiency. She did detailed time-motion studies, looking at kitchen 
work flows, the number and length of steps between kitchen tasks, and planned and re-
designed her kitchen to make cooking as easy and fast as possible – to relieve women of 
unnecessary effort. 
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Most of the pressing problems we have today – from housing affordability to climate 
change to waste – we have inherited from someone else. How do we find our editorial 
way into intergenerational accountability? Looking for legacy means highlighting the 
time embedded in design. It means recognising designers for their whole body of work, 
recognising and celebrating re-use of buildings and objects, and telling the long story of 
how something got to be here. 

At Assemble Papers, we have a particular interest in the legacy of public housing 
programs. Throughout the 20th century, public housing was seen as a long-term 
investment of public money into key infrastructure, which also created an opportunity 
for sustained investigation into housing design. In the 1970s, 50% of UK architects 
were employed by the public sector, designing public housing and infrastructure, 
shaping public life very directly – and humbly, and anonymously. Today, that figure is 
1% and our idea of an architect is a person who builds big houses for rich people. Yet 
buildings created during that time – across the world – still show us what is possible 
when housing is designed not for profit, but for living. Countries that have maintained 
sustained investment into housing have nurtured a robust, diverse, high-quality 
housing sector. If we insisted that bad design has long-term social consequences, we 
would avoid tragedies such as the Grenfell Tower fire that killed 72 people in London in 
2017. The public housing tower was renovated on the cheap, and covered in highly 
flammable cladding that acted as a fire conduit. How will history judge that decision? 

Be realistic about money 

A poster at the entrance of Holzmarkt in Berlin says: “Big dreams need space and 
courageous investors” (Zabel 2019). Holzmarkt is a hand-crafted, grassroots-developed 
mixed-use neighbourhood in Berlin. It started as an illegal club, then continued on an 
annually renewed ‘peppercorn lease’, was evicted when the Berlin utilities company 
tried to sell the site at an inflated price, spent years in court, and eventually partnered 
with an ethical superannuation fund from Switzerland which bought the site early 
enough to avoid the property boom that hit Berlin soon after. Today, Holzmarkt is 
organised as a co-operative of small investors. Its story cannot be told without talking 
about money, because it has been entirely determined by money. 

Once you commit to telling stories of design that tries to do good in the world, you will 
realise that the key question every single time is – how did they find the money to pull 
it off? Was it innovative crowd-funding or a member/shareholder structure; low-
interest loans that certain governments make available to non-profit and socially 
beneficial projects; or direct public investment, by an enlightened local council or 
nation? And when none of this is in place, are we recognising that the good design we 
are celebrating is unsubsidised, expensive, sometimes unachievably expensive to most? 
Can we commit to being honest about the price of those humble beach shacks, those 
inner-city worker’s cottages? Can we commit to recognising that most people in 
Australia will rent well into their thirties and forties, sometimes forever? Can we be 
honest about the cost of aged care and childcare, and the real need to configure our 
cities to adjust to new forms of family that emerge through these financial pressures? 
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Once we accept that money matters, we discover design stories of ingenuity and 
creativity: tiny backyard bungalows of Melbourne; LGBT co-housing in Sydney. 

Amplify voices 

And, while we’re at it, are we showing the real diversity of the world? Or are we scared? 
Grace Bonney, the editor of Design*Sponge, a Brooklyn-based craft blog, came out as 
gay in 2013. And when she came out, she said, “the weight of my own hypocrisy felt 
overwhelming” (Bonney 2016). “I became incredibly aware of my [web]site being part 
of the problem, in the lifestyle community, of just putting [up] the same type of person, 
and the same type of family [over and over again]”. In 2017, at Assemble Papers we 
were looking at how family life was changing with inner-city apartment living, which 
means living closer together in ever more inventive configurations. As we were 
preparing an issue on new forms of family living, Australia was suddenly embroiled in a 
nation-wide vote on the rights of LGBT persons to marry. And we, simultaneously, 
realised that we had never featured an LGBT family in all our house tours. It was a 
wake-up call. Our next issue, themed ‘Radical Family’, is the one I am most proud of. 
With it began our commitment to better representing our lived reality, and celebrating 
the diversity that surrounds us – rainbow families of every sort, alternative lifestyles, 
services that support them, share houses, extended families, co-living and co-housing 
on a range of incomes – in every issue, every year, in everything we do. The house tour 
is subtly normative: it tells our readers whose lives are desirable, celebrated and 
normal. And so is this a subtle form of activism that we quietly, humbly maintain in our 
editorial agenda. 

Start necessary conversations 

It also led us to examine an uncomfortable question: who owns the land on which our 
magnificent architecture is built? What does it mean to say that in Canberra we meet on 
the land of Ngunnawal people, whose sovereignty was never ceded, and with whom a 
treaty has never been signed? As writers, how do we address the indisputable fact that 
every latest impressive Australian architectural project is built on stolen land? This is 
an uncomfortable question, and there are no good answers. But you know an important 
question when it makes you scared. Are we being brave enough to start the necessary 
conversations, even if we don’t know where the answer will take us?  

For an editor, recognising an important topic is empowering. Once we stop running 
away from the question of decolonisation, the complexity of the situation we have 
inherited becomes apparent – and with it, many topics to consider, and many voices 
that can teach us something. Future Method in Redfern have educated us about how 
public housing has been used to displace Aboriginal Australians. Paola Balla has 
introduced us to Blak matriarchy, and Aboriginal craft as a form of activism. Refuge in 
North Melbourne is a long-term project that connects emergency services workers with 
the wisdom of the world’s oldest living culture, to better understand what climate 
change will mean for this country. Architecture historian Mabel O. Wilson alerts us to 
ways in which public spaces and monuments erase stories that makes us 
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uncomfortable, while Lesley Lokko teaches us how cities in apartheid were segregated 
through architectural design and urban planning. We cannot dissolve this difficult 
legacy of colonisation from today to tomorrow, but we can use our work to shine a light 
on how colonisation has been designed. And what has been designed, certainly can be 
redesigned. 

Some notes on integrity 

I want to finish on a note about integrity. Integrity comes from the Latin word that 
means ‘whole’. Integrity means you do what you say, and be who you say you are. 
Integrity is not something you can have in degrees: you either act with an ethical 
consistency, or you do not. 

As Assemble Papers has grown beyond the initial small circle, it has become 
increasingly necessary to formalise and document our values. Importantly, rather than 
writing a manifesto, we strive to write rules of conduct for ourselves. Our values are not 
worth much if they don’t inform our actions, consistently, every day, and in everything 
we do.  

And so: we choose carefully who we associate with. We strive to use our privileged 
position to amplify marginalised voices. We ask questions and admit when we don’t 
know the answers. We focus on developing long-term relationships, rather than one-off 
projects. We pay our contributors fairly, and offer recognition when we can’t. We treat 
well everyone who passes through our space – be they a writer, speaker or reader. If we 
cannot treat them well, we shouldn’t be working with them. We encourage having kids 
and pets in the office, because it makes everyone happy. We value good food and try to 
eat together every day. We treat our team members’ free time as sacred. And we laugh a 
lot, every day in the office. 

In summary, we try to design our workplace with the same integrity that we seek in the 
design projects we write about. It is an iterative, humble process, full of mistakes, and 
of incremental improvement. We are doing well; we could be doing better. This time 
next year, we will be doing better. 

But – the importance of ‘good enough’ 

I want to end with a story. A few months ago, I organised and chaired a panel 
discussion on minimal living in East Asia. I took care to invite mostly women, mostly 
women of colour in fact. I prepared questions that carefully avoided exoticizing Asian 
cities and everyday life. During the event, I asked questions carefully in order to ensure 
the discussion wasn’t dominated by the white men on the panel. I drew out the women 
by asking them direct questions that drew on their specific professional expertise, 
framing their work as important and interesting. I thought I managed well, but the 
event left me very tired. While waiting for an Uber to take me back to the office, I 
snapped a photo of myself and my takeaway coffee and sent it to my friend with the 
words: “I’ve done it!”. And he replied immediately with: “Ugh, a disposable coffee cup.” 
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In other words, it will never be a 100% win. We will always get it a little bit wrong; and 
that’s OK. We are limited in what we do, because we live in an imperfect world in which 
our actions are limited by decisions made by the generations that came before us, and 
systems too big to change overnight. As the great urbanist Jane Jacobs wrote: “Being 
human is itself difficult, and therefore all kinds of settlements (except dream cities) 
have problems. Big cities have difficulties in abundance, because they have people in 
abundance”. 

But here, again, we need design. As Alice Rawsthorn said a few years ago, design as a 
discipline, as a practice, as a job, is fundamentally an agent of change. Design is the 
intelligence that allows us to rethink how we can make things better.  

In making design magazines, we are also designers: we design editorial agendas, 
processes, team culture. Architect Glenn Murcutt is fond of saying, “Since most of us 
spend our lives doing ordinary tasks, the most important thing is to carry them out 
extraordinarily well” (Perkovic 2019). 

So let’s be humble and thoughtful, and try to design a better world, one step at a time, 
one day at a time. Take care of your readers, take care of each other – and think about 
the world you help create. Start today. In a year’s time, it won’t be perfect, but it will be 
much better. 
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